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Inevitable Collision States for Motorcycle-to-Car
Collision Scenarios
Giovanni Savino, Federico Giovannini, Michael Fitzharris, and Marco Pierini
Abstract—This paper presents a method to identify inevitable
collision states (ICS) specifically for a motorcycle when interact-
ing with an opponent passenger car in typical traffic scenarios.
Previous ICS methods were applied to passenger cars or generic
vehicles; however, the peculiarities of motorcycles urge the defini-
tion of specific methods for these vehicles. The findings extend the
applicability of previous algorithms to include all motorcycle-to-
car collisions, irrespective of collision configurations. ICS identifi-
cation can be adopted as a triggering criterion for more invasive
safety systems such as motorcycle autonomous emergency braking
(MAEB), which require a last-resort approach in their initial
phases of development. In this regard, this paper also presents an
evaluation of an idealized MAEB through experiments simulating
real-world crashes in a computer-based virtual environment.
Index Terms—Motorcycles, inevitable collision states, safety
systems, autonomous emergency braking.
I. INTRODUCTION
MOTORCYCLES and mopeds are used worldwide andare particularly prominent in developing countries. Dif-
ferent patterns in fleets and motivations characterize their use in
each specific context, although the risks for riders are typically
much higher than for passenger cars [1], [2]. This is also re-
flected in the global number of over 180,000 estimated fatalities
every year, in a proportion of 20%, 30% and 50% of passenger
car users when considering respectively high, low and middle
income countries [3].
Newly emergent active safety technologies can help reduce
the number of severe casualties for motorcycle riders. These
assistance systems actively intervene on the vehicle and its dy-
namics during conflict events. An example is anti-lock braking
system (ABS) [4]. A further advance is autonomous emergency
braking (AEB), currently under initial stages of development
for motorcycle application. AEB is designed to automatically
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apply the brakes or increase the braking action in the event of
an imminent collision.
The natural aversion of riders towards assistive technologies
[5] suggested the adoption of last resort solution approach for
intrusive systems such as AEB: the system will be triggered
only when an imminent conflict leads to inevitable collision, no
matter what action the rider of the host vehicle nor the driver of
the opponent vehicle try to implement.
Giovannini et al. addressed motorcycle maneuverability with
field tests aiming at defining the basis to discriminate inevitable
collisions [6]. The outcomes were applied in simple threat
metrics for rear-end conflict scenarios [7]. For the purposes of
AEB, the method to determine inevitable collision states (ICS)
for a host motorcycle conflicting with an opponent passenger
car needs to be extended to a wide range of motorcycle-to-car
crash configurations.
Prior research explored the concept of state of inevitable
collision providing model-based methods to identify ICS. How-
ever, the application of these ICS methods to powered two
wheelers is not trivial. In fact, they should take account of the
different characteristics of single-track vehicle dynamics, while
allowing for real-time implementation.
In this paper, we defined and analyzed an ICS method for
motorcycle vs. passenger car scenarios. The analysis revealed
the characteristics of ICS for motorcycles, such as typical
time to collision values (TTC) at ICS identification. We also
presented a method for ICS check that can be implemented
in a real-time, motorcycle-embedded system. Importantly, this
method can be applied for intrusive, promising though, novel
motorcycle safety technologies, such as autonomous emer-
gency braking, which in their initial phases require a last-resort
approach. An example of AEB for motorcycles was presented
in our contribution. Finally, we performed an assessment of the
method via detailed computer simulations reproducing a set of
real-world crash situations.
II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH
A. Literature Review on Inevitable Collision States
Fraichard and Asama in 2004 firstly gave a definition of
ICS and formalized its properties [8]. Martinez-Gomez and
Fraichard started from the concept of ICS to develop an algo-
rithm to check whether a generic planar robotic system is in
ICS [9].
Kaempchen et al. in [10] proposed an algorithm searching
for a combination of manoeuvres leading to a collision among a
complete set of possible manoeuvres within the physical limits.
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Fig. 1. (a) ICS bφ(t0, tˆ), Bφ(t0, tˆ), and Bφ(t0, t) for a host vehicle (punctual body) moving along a rectilinear trajectory defined by a maneuver φ and an
opponent vehicle (extended body) in a fixed position. (b) ICS Bφ1,2 (t0, t) for a host vehicle (punctual body) moving along rectilinear trajectories defined by the
set of manoeuvres φ1 and φ2, and opponent vehicle (extended body) in a fixed position.
When the algorithm cannot find a solution, the collision is
considered unavoidable. The algorithm was applied to passen-
ger cars and modeled the vehicles as rectangles in the plane
with a bicycle model. Although conservative, a limitation was
that this algorithm did not consider several practical constraints
for the manoeuvres, e.g. available power, and minimum steer-
ing radius. An alternative approach proposed by Eidehall and
Petersson used Monte Carlo simulations instead of computing
all the possible combinations of manoeuvres [11].
Different papers proposed applications of the concept of
ICS to passenger cars (e.g. [12]), with purposes of safe route
planning. When deterministic, the method turns out to be con-
servative with respect to crashes when ICS is over-estimated: all
the states leading to inevitable collisions are avoided, together
with possible non-ICS states.
A branch of studies analyzed this concept to define triggering
algorithms for automatic emergency braking (AEB) for pas-
senger cars. In the early stage of development of the AEB,
the liability problem linked with its activation suggested the
precautionary approach consisting in activating the system only
when the collision becomes inevitable.
In this paper we present a novel application of established
ICS principles to motorcycles, and in doing so, extend this work
into modeling real-world motorcycle crashes.
III. METHODS
A. Inevitable Collision States
Let us consider the ICS concept as defined in [8]. Given
a generic state s included in the state space S of a system
including a host vehicle and a set of static or dynamic obstacles,
the inevitable collision states are a subset B ⊂ S leading the
host vehicle into a sure collision with at least one of the other
vehicles for any action of the host and opponent vehicles,
including extreme avoidance actions within physical limits.
B. General Definitions
For the definitions we referred to [8] adopting alternative
notation. Let us denote the state s (constituted by host vehicle
plus opponent vehicles) at time t0 included in the space S and
φ(t0, tˆ) indicating a defined sequence of control inputs for the
host vehicle and the opponent vehicle starting from time t0 up
to time tˆ.
A single ICS at time t0 for a specific sequence of manoeuvres
φ(t0, tˆ), namely bφ(t0, tˆ) is an element of S leading to a
collision between host and opponent vehicles at time tˆ.
According to Property 2 of the ICS (Obstacle Union) [8],
when considering extended objects, the ICS Bφ(t0, tˆ) at time
t0 for the manoeuvres φ(t0, tˆ) is the union of each and every
bφ(t0, tˆ) (Fig. 1(a)).
Bφ(t0, tˆ) =
⋃
bφ(t0, tˆ). (1)
For the same Property 2, the overall ICS for extended objects
Bφ(t0, t) for the specific manoeuvres φ(t0, t) in the time hori-
zon from t0 to t is the union of Bφ(t0, tˆ), with tˆ ranging from
t0 to t (Fig. 1(a)).
Bφ = Bφ(t0, t) =
⋃
Bφ(t0, tˆ), tˆ ∈ [t0, t]. (2)
According to Property 1 of the ICS (Control Inputs Inter-
section) [8], given a set Φ(t0, t) of sequences of manoeuvres
φˆ(t0, t), the ICS BΦ(t0, t) is the intersection of Bφˆ(t0, t):
BΦ = BΦ(t0, t) =
⋂
Bφˆ(t0, t), φˆ ∈ Φ. (3)
C. Problem Statement
Let us consider an on-road scenario with two vehicles about
to collide: a host motorcycle and an opponent passenger car.
The state s at time t0 is characterized by opponent car position,
heading and velocity, and host motorcycle velocity. Previous
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work indicates that in multi-vehicle motorcycle crashes the host
motorcycle in pre-cash phase is often traveling straight [13].
We then considered as initial state the host motorcycle traveling
along a straight path in upright position. The lean angle at time
t0 was neglected, as supposed close to zero.
Both host motorcycle and opponent car are modeled as
cuboids having their mass concentrated in their geometrical
centers, respectively Chv and Cov. Length and width of the
cuboids are respectively (Lhv,Whv) for the host motorcycle
and (Lov,Wov) for the opponent car.
1) Opponent Car: The model for the tangential dynamics of
the car we adopted for ICS purposes is similar to the model
presented and validated in [14]. Considering fixed coordinates,
the acceleration a of Cov and the angular rate ω of the vehicle
are expressed by the following equations:{
a = aTuTi+ aNuNj
ω = vρ
(4)
where aT and aN are the maximum tangential and normal
accelerations, uT and uN tangential and normal controls, i
and j tangential and normal unit vectors, v current tangential
velocity and ρ = v2/(aN |uN |) local radius of the path.
The following conditions apply:
aT , aN ∈ [0, 1], uT , uN ∈ [−1, 1]
v ≤ vmax, ρ > ρmin (5)
where vmax and ρmin characterizing the vehicle represent the
maximum velocity and the minimum turning radius, respec-
tively. The sign of uN controls the direction of the curve. The
parameter aT is computed as follows:
aT =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
g, uT ≤ 0 ∨ 0 < v ≤ Pg
P
v , uT > 0 ∧ v > Pg
0, v ≤ 0
(6)
where g is the acceleration of gravity and P is the power-to-
mass ratio characterizing the vehicle. Additionally, the tangen-
tial and normal accelerations are constrained according to the
model of ellipse of adherence [15] as follows:√
(aT |uN |)2 + (aN |uT |)2 ≤ g2. (7)
2) Motorcycle Model: The motorcycle model is in charge
of reproducing realistic performances of extreme avoidance
manoeuvres in terms of space. In other words, the model must
mimic the actual margin to avoid a collision when using typical
emergency controls, namely pure braking, pure swerving and a
combination of braking and swerving.
When tuned according to the upper limit capabilities of the
motorcycle, the model will result conservative in the description
of the collision avoidance performances, thus avoiding false
positive cases. Conversely, if the actual avoidance capabilities
of the motorcycle were far below the limits indicated by the
model, ICS would be over duly under-estimated, thus decre-
menting the potential for possible intervention at ICS detection,
both time- and space-wise.
Details regarding high performance braking maneuver along
a straight are given in [15]. In [16] the authors proposed a
model of braking where the upper limit for the emergency
braking deceleration dmax is a function of the available road-
tire adherence μ, the motorcycle mass distribution a/h being
the ratio between longitudinal position and height of Chv, the
maximum braking force Fmax produced by the braking system,
and the aerodynamic resistance as a function of velocity and
drag coefficient DT
dmax = f
(
μ,
a
h
, Fmax, v,DT
)
. (8)
Assuming that the rider begins an optimal braking maneuver
at time t0, a full deceleration is achievable after a time interval
of Δtb due to the unsteady phase in the braking system (typi-
cally not shorter than 0.3 s for any motorcycle [17]). A linear
increase of deceleration from zero to dmax during Δtb was
assumed as optimistic and therefore conservative with respect
to actual performances.
A novelty of the present study is to incorporate realistic
lateral avoidance performances of motorcycles into the ICS
computation. These performances were investigated by the
authors in a previous study [6]. In that study, the last second
swerve maneuver was modeled considering an instantaneous
change from a steady state with zero curvature to a steady state
at constant curvature Cmax with constant velocity vhv, where
Cmax =
g tan(ϕmax)
v2hv
. (9)
The parameter ϕmax is the maximum lean angle achievable
during the last second swerving (due to the constraints of ve-
hicle geometry and adherence). The last second swerve model
is supported by the results of a series of tests with volunteer
riders riding a scooter towards a fixed obstacle in a controlled
environment [6].
For the purposed of the present study, the extreme braking
and swerving manoeuvres for the motorcycle outlined in the
previous paragraphs were described using (4). In particular,
the lateral dynamics of (4) and the last second swerve model
overlap when assuming ρ = 1/Cmax.
Let us now consider a combined action of longitudinal and
lateral controls. Kaempchen et al. in [10] used a dynamic model
for passenger car similar to the one adopted in the present paper
and showed that specific combination of braking and swerving
the vehicle model may produce higher avoidance performances
than a pure action. The combination of lateral and longitudinal
control for the motorcycle was simplified in accordance with
the Kamm’s circle model stating that the vectorial sum of the
longitudinal and lateral friction coefficients cannot exceed μ
[18]. Therefore when the braking action produces a decelera-
tion d∗ (with upper limit μg) and vehicle geometry guarantees
clearance with the ground for a maximum lean angle ϕ∗, the
lateral avoidance maneuver was modeled using (9) with:
ϕmax = min
{
ϕ∗, arctan
(√
μ2g2 − d∗2
g
)}
. (10)
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D. Proposed Solution
Considering the system constituted by host motorcycle and
one single opponent car at current time t0, the state s(t0) of the
system is an element of a penta-dimensional spaceS, defined as:
s(t0) = {xov(t0), yov(t0), vhv(t0), vov(t0), θov(t0)} (11)
where xov and yov are the Cartesian coordinates of the geo-
metrical centre of the opponent car with respect to the host
motorcycle, vhv and vov are respectively the velocity of the
host and opponent car in a fixed reference system centered in
Chv , and θov is the relative heading of the opponent car, all the
variables considered at time t0.
To determine the ICS B ⊂ S, a finite set of manoeuvres Φˆ
is analyzed in a 2D-slice of the state domain. This approach
is based on the assumption that a sufficiently ample and well
chosen set of manoeuvres Φˆ practically covers all the collision
avoidance possibilities achievable with the infinite set Φ of fea-
sible manoeuvres within the physical limits of the considered
vehicles. The assumption is stated as follows:
B(Φˆ) ≈ B(Φ). (12)
The solving method took inspiration from the ICS checker
proposed by Martinez-Gomez and Fraichard [9]. The problem
of identifying B is reduced to the problem of computing the
region A of coordinates (xov, yov) ∈ A that satisfy the ICS
condition in the state slice R defined as follows:
R ≡ S|vhv(t0),vov(t0),θov(t0), R ⊂ R2. (13)
In other words, the identification of ICS for a given current
state s(t0) as in (11) is reduced to check whether the position
of the opponent car at time t0 is in the region A(t0).
The next steps consist in the definition of the time horizon
t and the set of manoeuvres Φˆ. A limited time horizon rather
than the infinite one required by the ICS theory can be chosen
noticing that due to the characteristics of the host motorcycle
and opponent car in terms of maneuverability and dimensions,
foreseen inevitable collisions always take place within a limited
time frame from the observation time t0 (typically less than 1 s).
Concerning the manoeuvres Φˆ, a representative set was selected
using a heuristic approach as described hereafter. In the 2D-
slice space R, a set of sample states were identified considering
a combination of the three state variables in their minimum,
average and maximum values: a total of 27 sample states were
identified. A basic maneuver set Φref and additional sets of
increasing number of manoeuvres were defined. The selected
manoeuvres were constant in time, according to the models
of driver manoeuvres presented in [19], when neglecting
initial ramps to be conservative. For each state element the
corresponding ICS BΦ∗ was computed, being Φ∗ the tested
maneuver set. As the number of manoeuvres increases, the area
of B reduces due to Property 1. The final set of manoeuvres
(Table I) was chosen in order to guarantee the minimum average
area of B for the sample states, assuming that a different or
larger set of manoeuvres would not affect B, according to
assumption (12). An exemplification of the effects of larger
sets of manoeuvres on the average of B is given in Fig. 2.
TABLE I
REFERENCE MANOEUVRES
Fig. 2. Mean areas over 27 sample states for ICS regions obtained using
different sets of reference manoeuvres. The first set of manoeuvres are detailed
in Table I. The control values for the second set of manoeuvres were randomly
generated with uniform distribution; uT ∈ [−1, 1], uN ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.
E. Look Up Table
The method described in the previous paragraphs can be
applied in real time as follows. At every time step, an ob-
stacle detection unit on board the host motorcycle detects the
opponent car’s position, velocity and heading. An algorithm
computes the area A corresponding to ICS for the current 2D-
slice state R. Eventually, a comparison between the area A and
the actual position of the opponent car establishes whether the
vehicles are in an ICS or not.
In contrast to on-line computation, we present an alternative
way to apply ICS based on a look up table created off-line.
In order to maintain a conservative approach notwithstanding
the discretization produced by the look up table, for each input
except for the vehicle velocities both the upper and lower
approximating values are considered. Thus the method requires
8 accesses to the look up table each time step.
The look up table is particularly useful for a global analysis
of the performances of the ICS. The steps for the creation of the
look up table are described hereafter.
1) The characteristics of the host motorcycle and opponent
car in terms of dimensions and maneuverability are de-
termined a priori. To be conservative, lower limits for
vehicles dimensions and upper limits for vehicles maneu-
verability ought to be chosen.
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TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF DISCRETIZATION TABLE FOR THE STATE VARIABLES
TABLE III
PARAMETERS USED TO COMPUTE ICS
2) The three-dimensional state space R consisting of host
motorcycle velocity and opponent car velocity & heading
is defined in their range and discretized. Similarly, the
rectangular field T in front of the motorcycle is defined
in range and discretized into a grid.
3) For each discrete state r ∈ R, the area A of inevitable
collision is computed and discretized over T .
4) A five-dimensional look up table is built combining the
discretized space R and the discretized field T . Each el-
ement of the look up table identifies a discretized state s.
Each value stored in the look up table is a Boolean value
indicating whether the corresponding discrete state s is an
ICS B or not.
An example of discretization and a preview of the look up
table dimension is provided in Table II.
F. Analysis of the ICS Matrix
As an example, the proposed method was applied to ana-
lyze the ICS for a motorcycle and a passenger car using the
parameters given in Table III and the set of manoeuvres given
in Table I. The result was a look up table identifying the ICS
between the two given vehicles. From here on this look up table
will be addressed as ICS matrix. The first analysis considered
the simple configuration of motorcycle approaching a fixed
obstacle and compared the current method with the results
of the methods proposed in [6] [Fig. 3(a)]. In car-following
scenarios, the authors in [16] proposed to consider the moving
Fig. 3. (a) Minimum swerving distances for a fixed, rectangular obstacle
(obstacle width equal to 2 m, 3 m, and 4 m) computed with the ICS method
and the theoretical formula proposed by [6] (labeled as Theor. in the plot).
(b) Minimum swerving distances for a moving, rectangular obstacle (obstacle
velocity equal to 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 15 m/s) computed with the ICS method and
the formula proposed by [6] (labeled as Theor. in the plot).
Fig. 4. Max distance for detecting an ICS state considering an opposing
passenger car in fixed position and travelling 5 m/s, 15 m/s, and 25 m/s across
the host motorcycle’s path.
car as a fixed obstacle with the motorcycle traveling at adjusted
velocity vrel equal to the approaching velocity:
vrel = vhv − vov. (14)
A comparison with the current ICS matrix is provided in
Fig. 3(b).
For crash scenarios with an opponent car crossing the host
motorcycle path, in [7] the authors proposed to consider the
slowly crossing car as a fixed obstacle. In Fig. 4 a comparison
between fixed obstacle scenario and crossing passenger car
scenario is provided using the current ICS matrix. The analysis
showed that at low velocities of the host motorcycles the
velocity of the opponent car scarcely affects the distance at
which the ICS is obtained. In addition, at high velocities of the
host motorcycle the ICS is obtained at shorter distance when
the opponent car is moving. These differences are due to the
possibility for the opponent car to maneuver.
Further analysis of the ICS matrix evaluated the time to
collision at ICS detection (TTC). The analysis was conducted
considering the TTC for each 2D-slice belonging to R. The
maximum TTC in each 2D-slice refers to one single approach-
ing direction of the opponent car with respect to the host motor-
cycle. A more significant metric should reflect typical values of
TTC when ICS is firstly detected. Let us consider an ICS area A
for a specific state r ∈ R. The direction of the relative velocity
−vrel identifies the portion ∂ ′A of the edge ∂A from which the
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Fig. 5. Comparison between maximum and median TTC values computed on
the approaching edge of ∂′A, for an opponent car traveling at 5 m/s with
relative heading in the range 0◦–180◦ when the host motorcycle is traveling
at 20 m/s.
opponent car will enter. TTC is the median value of TTC on the
edge ∂ ′A projected onto the direction n orthogonal to vrel. A
comparison between maximum and median values of the time
to collision for the ICS matrix is given in Fig. 5. The TTC at ICS
detection is close to the maximum value when the projection
of the vehicles trajectories would result in a collision of the
host motorcycle in the centre of the opponent car, whereas TTC
is close to zero when the projection of the trajectories would
produce a sideswipe. A further example of typical median TTC
values is given in Fig. 6(a) and (b) showing the influence of the
vehicles velocities and relative heading.
IV. DEMONSTRATION OF THE APPLICATION
OF ICS TO REAL WORLD PROBLEMS
The applicability of the proposed ICS identification method
encompasses the fields of active and passive safety counter-
measures. In this paper, an exemplification of the ICS matrix
applied to a promising active countermeasure—motorcycle au-
tonomous emergency braking (MAEB)—is given.
A. MAEB System
Autonomous emergency braking (AEB) was designed to
slow down the host vehicle in the case the system detected an
imminent collision, with documented impact in reducing the
number of passenger car crashes [20].
The applicability of AEB to motorcycles was initially eval-
uated by two independent studies [17], [21]. One of those
concepts was further developed to build up a prototype for on
road testing [16]. This specific system was taken as baseline
to exemplify the applicability of ICS to a feasible motorcycle
safety technology.
The system included an obstacle detection system and a
state sensing unit to collect the inputs for ICS assessment. In
extension to MAEB prototype, the present paper considered the
system to operate in series with a two-channel anti-lock braking
system, as recommended in [16].
The logic to activate autonomous braking consisted in the
three following conditions: a) an ICS has been detected; b) the
rider is not acting on the brake controls; and c) the motorcycle
is in upright position (lean angle < 10◦). Autonomous braking
consisted in a deceleration of the motorcycle with target value
Fig. 6. Median time to collision TTC at ICS detection with relative heading in
the range 0◦–180◦ , when: (a) the host motorcycle is traveling at 20 m/s; (b) the
opponent car is traveling at 5 m/s.
of 3 m/s2. This automatic maneuver was proved to be feasible
[16], [22], [23]. Additional details about the reference MAEB
system are given in [24].
B. Simulations
An assessment of the proposed method to determine ICS
in generic pre-crash configuration was performed via crash
reconstructions in virtual environment.
1) Method: The method used for the evaluation through
simulations was inspired by [7] focusing on the evaluation of
MAEB performances in fatal rear end crashes using a simple
triggering algorithm. In the present paper, a set of real world,
in-depth investigated crashes were recreated in a computer-
based virtual environment. Each case consisted in a passenger
car crossing the path of the host motorcycle resulting in a
collision of the motorcycle into the car. For each case, an in-
scale planar representation of the real road branches was cre-
ated with the software PreScan (TASS International, Helmond,
The Netherlands) [25]. The road-tire adherence coefficient was
set to 0.85, as in all the crash cases the road surface was reported
to be dry and in fair conditions. In each case the dimensions of
the virtual vehicles were set to mimic the dimensions of the
actual vehicles involved in the crash. The passenger car was
modeled as an object moving along a predetermined path in
order to mimic the actual behavior of the vehicle. In contrast,
a realistic dynamic behavior of the motorcycle model was
obtained using a detailed multi body model generated by the
software tool Bikesim (Mechanical Simulation, Ann Arbor,
MI) coupled with PreScan in a Matlab Simulink environment
(MathWorks, Natick, MA).
The specifications of the disc brakes adopted in the simula-
tions are shown in Table IV. The hydraulic pressure on the front
brake master cylinder was controlled in open loop to produce
the target deceleration of 0.3 g.
A preliminary activity analyzed the behavior of MAEB in the
simulation environment in a set of basic crash configurations.
Ten simulations were generated considering a combination of
two sets of velocities (5 m/s and 10 m/s; 10 m/s and 20 m/s for
the host motorcycle and opponent car, respectively) each one
using five different relative heading values (0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦,
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TABLE IV
BRAKING SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
180◦). In these simulations the velocity of the vehicles was
constant and the vehicles were traveling along straight paths.
The results were then compared with the theoretical values of
TTC provided in Section III-F, showing an agreement between
theoretical and simulated data (Fig. 7).
This preliminary analysis was followed by the simulations of
the real world crash cases. For each simulated case, the initial
state of the host motorcycle and opponent passenger car were
set according to the case report available from the in-depth
investigation. The virtual cases were then tuned by running the
simulations in the reference configuration (MAEB not active)
using a trial-and-error method to obtain an outcome compat-
ible with the crash reports in terms of: i) point of collision;
ii) vehicle orientations; iii) impact speed.
At the end of the tuning process, each scenario was replicated
and modified to obtain two near miss cases by: a) slightly vary-
ing the initial relative position of the vehicles; b) introducing a
last second swerve maneuver operated by the virtual rider.
The last second swerving manoeuvres were modeled using a
closed loop control on the motorcycle lean angle. The steering
torque τst was determined as a function of actual and reference
lean angle values, according to the following equation:
τst=−kp(ϕref−ϕact)−ki
∫
(ϕref−ϕact)dt+kiϕ˙act (15)
where kp, ki, and kd are the proportional, integral and derivative
gains of the controllers. The gains are typically function of
the actual velocity [26]. The reference lean angle during the
swerving maneuver was modeled as a sine curve with an
amplitude of 30◦ and 35◦ of amplitude for the scooters and
for the other motorcycle types respectively, and 0.66 Hz of
frequency. The shape of the input signal aimed to simulate a
complete swerving maneuver, composed of a steering and a
counter-steering phase [6].
The aim of the modified configuration cases was to confirm
that the ICS recognition did not produce false triggering events
(i.e. ICS detection for a near miss collision).
Finally, six simulations were run for each crash case: two
simulations in the actual configuration with MAEB disabled
(reference) and MAEB active; and four simulations in the
modified configurations: near miss type (a) and (b), each one
with MAEB disabled and active.
2) Material: The real-world crash cases used in the demon-
stration of the ICS applicability were selected from the dataset
of the project Powered two wheeler Integrated Safety (PISa, 6th
Framework Programme of the European Commission). Details
about the PISa dataset are given elsewhere [24], [27].
Fig. 7. Results from the validation of the simulation environment considering
two combinations of constant velocity and a set of relative heading. The time
to collision TTC of the simulations is plotted over the minimum, median and
maximum TTC on the approaching edge of ∂′A extracted from the ICS matrix.
(a) vHM = 10 m/s, vOC = 5 m/s (b) vHM = 20 m/s, vOC = 10 m/s. HM:
host motorcycle; OC: opponent car.
A subset of cases was shortlisted from the PISa dataset for
detailed simulations according to the following three criteria:
• the rider did not actuate brake controls prior to crash;
• the collision took place at intersection;
• the collision involved one motorcycle and one passenger
car.
The final set of crashes consisted in the 10 cases summarized
in Table V (see Appendix for a description of each crash
case).
3) Results: When considering the real crash cases, the pro-
posed method for ICS identification did not produce any false
triggering event in the first type of near miss cases (those ob-
tained varying the initial relative positions of host and opponent
vehicle). Concerning the second type of near misses (involving
a last second swerve), false ICS was detected in two cases
during the initial phase. However, in these cases ICS triggering
occurred after initiating the swerve maneuver (0.54 s and 0.50 s
respectively), thus violating one of the assumptions of the pro-
posed method which considers the motorcycle travelling along
a straight path. An actual false triggering would be avoided
with a simple state checker for the motorcycle discriminating
whether a lateral movement has started or not. A possible
algorithm was presented and validated in [29].
The results of the simulations are summarized with the
parameters time to collision (TTC) from ICS detection to crash
(MAEB not active) and impact speed reduction (ISR) produced
by MAEB, i.e. the difference between the impact speed of the
host motorcycle in actual conditions and when MAEB is active
(Table V). A typical example of intervention of MAEB during
the simulations is shown in Fig. 8 (see Fig. 10 for the other
simulated cases).
The maximum TTC obtained in the simulated cases was
0.33 s in case 4. In two of the simulated cases the ICS was de-
tected in proximity of the actual collision time (cases 2 and 7).
In three cases the ISR produced by MAEB was negligible
(cases 1, 2, and 7), whereas the maximum impact speed re-
duction obtained in the simulations was 0.85 m/s (case 4). In
Fig. 9 a synthesis of the results is given.
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TABLE V
SYNTHETIC CHART OF SAMPLE CRASHES
Fig. 8. Signal plot and trajectory plot of simulated case 4 with MAEB
intervention.
V. DISCUSSION
The contribution of the present paper is to extend the imple-
mentations of the theory of ICS to a host motorcycle based on
a characterization of the actual avoidance capabilities of such
vehicles. The paper showed that the proposed method for ICS
produced similar results of previous algorithms in basic pre-
crash scenarios, but also extended the applicability to a large
variety of motorcycle-to-car crash configurations, in which a
simplistic algorithm may over-estimate the TTC value at which
the collision becomes inevitable.
The foreseen impact of this contribution is twofold. First,
it enables the application to motorcycles of more intrusive,
promising though, safety systems such as AEB or airbags. In
fact, the typical aversion of motorcycle riders towards assistive
technologies can be addressed by designing a safety system
that deploys only after the collision has become physically
inevitable. It also enables preliminary evaluations of these
technologies thanks to the analysis of the time to collision
values. Secondly, this contribution can be used to enhance
safety systems designed to avoid or mitigate collisions between
motorcycles and passenger cars, such as collaborative AEB
systems. In fact, the knowledge whether an inevitable collision
state has or has not been reached can make car AEB deploy-
ment more robust, and collaborative deployment strategies are
enabled as well. An example of these approaches was presented
by the authors [30].
Fig. 9. Results from the simulations of the 10 crash cases: (a) Time to collision
vs. actual impact speed. (b) Impact speed reduction vs. actual impact speed.
A. Limitations
The proposed method for the identification of ICS between a
host motorcycle and an opponent car requires that the host mo-
torcycle is traveling straight and has not started a lateral avoid-
ance maneuver. Notwithstanding this limitation, the method is
expected to apply to a relevant proportion of threatening situa-
tions of multi-vehicular crashes involving motorcycles [27].
The method computed the ICS considering one single op-
ponent car. In case of multiple obstacles the approach is con-
servative. In fact, as Fraichard demonstrated in the previously
cited work [8], in case of multiple obstacles the ICS area is the
same or larger that the union of the single ICS areas computed
for each obstacle at a time. Further developments may allow to
increase the TTC values for imminent crash situations involving
multiple obstacles.
The analysis of the ICS matrix showed that the minimum
TTC value becomes small in a range of relative headings for
the opponent car. In other words, in particular pre-crash con-
figurations in which the opponent car enters the ICS area in the
point of a minimum TTC value the ICS matrix cannot anticipate
the collision since a combination of avoidance maneuvers may
still avoid the collision. Nonetheless, median TTC values have
limited variations in the whole range of relative headings.
Concerning the demonstration of ICS application to MAEB,
the simulations indicated the feasibility of the method for real
world crashes. Further, the simulations showed the feasibility
of a lookup table approach and provided quantitative estimation
of the potential effects of such system in terms of impact speed
reduction (ISR).
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Fig. 10. Signal plot and trajectory plot of the simulated cases 1 to 3 and 5 to 10 with MAEB intervention. (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2. (c) Case 3. (d) Case 5. (e) Case 6.
(f) Case 7. (g) Case 8. (h) Case 9. (i) Case 10.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a method for computing whether a
collision between a host motorcycle and an opponent passenger
car has become inevitable. This is the first study to apply the in-
evitable collision state (ICS) construct to single track vehicles,
and thus represents an extension of previous work. Experiments
simulating real world collision cases confirmed the feasibility
of the proposed approach. This approach will support future
research on last-resort safety solutions for motorcycle riders,
including autonomous emergency braking.
APPENDIX
SIMULATED IN-DEPTH CRASH CASES
Case 1: The opponent car approached a give-way line from
a side road, intending to turn right into main road. A second
vehicle, traveling on main road, stopped and let the opponent
car turn. A scooter rider (male, 17) approaching the junction
overtook the second vehicle and collided with front left of
opponent car. The rider did not attempt any action to avoid the
collision.
Case 2: The opponent car, at a crossroads, was about to turn
right into major road. The driver entered junction and a scooter
rider (male, 17), riding on main road, approaching the junction
from right (with respect to opponent car), collided with right
side of opponent car. The rider did not attempt any action to
avoid the collision.
Case 3: The opponent car turned right across two lanes
of major road, intending to move from side road to another
one. A motorcyclist (male, 35), approaching junction from
left (with respect to opponent car), collided with front left of
opponent car. The rider did not attempt any action to avoid the
collision.
Case 4: The opponent car stopped, intending to cross oppo-
site lane and move into side road. The opponent car was about
to turn right when the motorcycle rider (male, 25), overtaking
stationary traffic behind the opponent car, collided with the
right side of opponent car. The rider did not attempt any action
to avoid the collision.
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Case 5: The opponent car turned left into side road. A motor-
cyclist (male, 43) coming from opposite road hit right front of
opponent car. The rider did not attempt any action to avoid the
collision.
Case 6: The opponent car coming from side road entered
main road. A rider (male, 35) coming from behind tried to
overtake opponent car to avoid collision. The opponent car
started turning right into a side road thus crossing the motor-
cycle trajectory. The rider did not attempt any action to avoid
the collision. The motorcycle collided with front side part of
opponent car.
Case 7: The opponent car was crossing a traffic light con-
trolled junction. A motorcyclist (male, 34) coming from a side
road crossed the junction hitting the lateral rear-end part of
opponent car. The rider did not attempt any action to avoid the
collision.
Case 8: A group of slow moving cars was queuing on
approaching a roundabout. The opponent car coming from a
side road approached the give-way line intending to turn right
in the opposite direction of the queuing cars. A queuing car left
a gap to let the opponent car pass. As the vehicle was about to
cross the road a scooter rider (male, 16) filtering the queue in the
center of the carriageway hit the front right side of the opponent
car. The rider did not attempt any action to avoid the collision.
Case 9: The opponent car was about to illegally cross a dual
carriageway with a gap connecting the carriageways, turning
right from a side road. The motorcyclist approaching from right
hand side did not attempt any action to avoid the collision and
hit the front of the opponent car.
Case 10: The opponent car approached the give-way line
from side road to turn right and come into the main road. A
vehicle on the adjacent lane of the main road stopped to let the
opponent car turn. A motorcyclist (male, 26) traveling on the
center of the carriageway and overtaking the cars in line hit
the right front of the opponent car. The rider did not attempt
any action to avoid the collision.
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